Feast Starter Fertilizers
®

Jump Start Your Crops
Feast® starter fertilizers are the highest quality starter fertilizers in the industry. Conklin’s fertilizers start with superior raw materials
to produce an exceptional finished product. Unlike most fertilizers in the industry, Feast is an absolutely clear liquid, true solution with
no impurities and has a low salt index with 100 percent orthophosphate. Ultra low-biurct urea, furnace-grade white phosphoric acid,
premium potassium hydroxide, and pure aqua ammonia sources are used in these specifically formulated fertilizers

Benefits of Feast Starter Fertilizers:
•  Over thirty years of consistent research and
field-proven results
•  Non-corrosive to equipment
•  Effective at low application rates

The Quality Advantage
Plants require certain key nutrients – phosphorus in particular
– early in the growth cycle. The plant-usable orthophosphates
in Feast fertilizer give your germinating plants a big advantage,
especially during a cold, wet spring.
The premium raw materials in Feast are blended in an exclusive
hot mix process that produces a homogenized, clear liquid fertilizer
that is stable at temperature extremes, non-corrosive, low in
salt and impurities, near neutral in pH and highly recoverable to
the plant.

Feast starters are available in five popular formulas: 9-18-9, 8-240, 3-18-18, 2-15-19 w/3S, and 8-16-11 w/2S. Fortify your starter
mix with Side-Kick 0-0-25 w/17S.

The Placement Advantage
A Feast liquid fertilizer placement program increases your
efficiency by putting a smaller amount of fertilizer on or
near the seed at planting, to minimize soil tie-up. While
broadcast feeds the soil, Feast feeds the crop. Placement of
a concentrated liquid starter like Feast means better nutrient
utilization and more efficient use of your fertilizer dollars.

The Yield Advantage
One Midwestern field trial on corn demonstrated that Feast
3-18-18 applied at 4 gal./acre in-row generated $19 more
profit per acre than 50 lbs./acre dry broadcast P & K.

Feast Starter Fertilizers
®

The Research Advantage
The Conklin Company has tested the performance of Feast liquid
fertilizer on corn, wheat, soybeans, alfalfa, milo, cotton and other
crops for over 30 years. Independent trials and company-sponsored
regional ag test plots have shown Feast to consistently outperform
competitive fertilizer programs.

9-18-9
#7161
#7190
#7112

55 gallon drum
250 gallon mini-bulk
Bulk

3-18-18
#7278
#7260   
#7300     
#7211     

5 gallon (in two 2½ gallon containers)
55 gallon drum
250 gallon mini-bulk
Bulk

8-24-0
#40188

Bulk

2-15-19 w/3S
#41555
#42640

250 gallon mini-bulk
Bulk

8-16-11 w/2S
#40550
#40568

250 gallon mini-bulk
Bulk

Side-Kick 0-0-25 w/17S
Fortify your liquid starter foliar
and side-dress mixes
#38690
#38711
#38750
#38737

5 gallon (in two 2½ gallon containers)
55 gallon drum
220 gallon mini-bulk
Bulk

“For three years, I have consistently increased my corn
yields 12-18 bushels per acre using Feast 3-18-18
with Side-Kick.”
– Gary Porter, Missouri
NCGA National Corn Yield Champion

Your Conklin Independent Distributor is:
AgroVantage is part of the family of Conklin products designed to
save fuel, energy, time and money so you can work smarter, live
better. Opportunities are available to start your own Conklin business.
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